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These release notes provide important information about the contents of the Cyclone 9.1.3 product 

release. 
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1. Introduction 

The Cyclone 9.1.3 release offers several new features and enhancements. Two faced target 

coordinate information for both faces of the target is now available in Cyclone. An additional new 

feature includes an option to automatically align images that have been taken with the external 

camera kit, without having to use the Pose Editor. Finally, a licensing enhancement has been 

implemented where a user needs to have only a Generator license in order to store projects in the 

JetStream Project Vault.  

 

2. New and Updated Feature Sets 

 

2.1 Two Faced Target Enhancement 

Leica P Series and C Series scanners allow field collection of targets using the traditional survey 

instrument workflow of collecting a single target from a single position out of each face of the 

instrument. The values are then averaged to reduce systematic error. The HDS method of this 

workflow is done completely on the scanner and results in a single averaged target vertex.  

Cyclone has always imported both of the target scans but only the one averaged vertex coordinates 

which are assigned to the first target scan. This import method still remains the same. However, now 

in addition, both sets of original target vertex coordinates (those taken from each face) are now 

included as Meta data annotations attached to the target vertex. 

This information can easily be accessed by viewing object info of the target vertex. This is the only 

utilization of this information at this time but can be very useful for analysis and reporting and may be 

further exploited in future releases. 

 

2.2 Automatic Image Alignment (External Camera Kit) 

Images that have been taken using the External Camera Kit for both C Series and P Series 

Scanners, now have the option of automatically aligning the images as the projects are imported into 

Cyclone. A new preference is available to enable this feature. The feature is turned off by default 

since it does not always produce optimal results. In many cases however, the results of enabling it 

produces remarkable results. This feature eliminates the need to align the images using the Pose 

Editor, and when the preference is set to ON, the Pose Editor will never appear (even if the camera 

has not been calibrated). The preference is located on the Point Cloud Preferences tab, and is 

enabled by selecting ON for “Import: Auto-Adjust External Camera Images” (see image below). 

 

 
 

2.3 Miscellaneous Enhancements / Bug Fixes 
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2.3.1 A user is now only required to have a Generator license in order to store projects in the 
JetStream Project Vault. Previous to this release, an additional Cyclone license was required. 

2.3.2 A licensing fix was made to Cyclone’s client / server functionality where clients were unable to 
connect to the data server. A workaround had been previously provided, and now the fix is 
permanent. 

 

3. Known Issues 

3.1.1 There are no significant new know issues to report. 

 

4. Working with older computer systems 

If using older computer systems with Microsoft Windows 32 bit OS (XP or Windows 7), there may be 

stability and memory issues while using certain functions. We recommend the following settings to 

offset these issues: 

 

1. Turn off Advanced Rendering from the Initialization tab in Preferences 

2. Set the Load and Display setting for pcE data to three million under the Point Cloud tab in 

Preferences 

 

CYCLONE DAT AB ASE MAN AGEMENT RECOMMEND ATION  

To avoid possible database inconsistencies or corruption, we recommend the following: 

 Locate each .IMP file in its own folder 

 When copying, moving or backing up databases, we recommend backing up the complete 

database folder, including the imp file, and the eventlog and recovery folders and files 

 The eventlog records administrative events and critical errors 

 The recovery file keeps databases consistent, avoiding data corruption that may happen in 

rare situations 

 A warning dialog is displayed if a database’s recovery folder cannot be found when it is 

added to the server. Push the More Info button for more information. 

 

5. Installing Cyclone 9.1.3 

You must have Administrator-level privileges on your workstation to correctly install Cyclone 

software. On Windows 7 and Windows 8/8.1, run the installer using the Run as Administrator launch 

option found in the right click context menu. 

 

5.1 Upgrading to Cyclone 9.1.3 from Cyclone 9.1.2 – 6.0.x 

Run the Cyclone 9.1.3 installer and follow the directions to proceed with the installation. Note any 

warning message about the compatibility of databases from earlier versions. The installer will 

provide information about any prerequisites as it sees fit depending on your current installation. 

 

Run the new Cyclone installer and follow the directions to proceed with the installation. Note any 

warning message about the compatibility of databases from earlier versions. 

 

5.2 Compatibility with Cyclone 8.1.3 and Earlier Versions 

Cyclone 9.1.3 databases are NOT backward compatible with previous Cyclone versions 8.1.3 and 

earlier. Therefore, those databases that are updated using this version of Cyclone cannot be used 

with earlier versions. If you need to work with your data in older versions of Cyclone, make an 

archive copy of your databases prior to upgrading. 


